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7. Special guidance should also be given in description
of scenes (seizing the outstanding features first), explana-
tion of processes (as by stating the purpose of a
machine first, and then the means in order of dependency
or exposition of a simple theme or proposition (e.g., in
the theme ' should the weekly half-holiday be on
Saturday ?' enumerating first the purpose of the half-
holiday, and then considering on which day in the weelc
it would best fulfil that purpose, etc.). But beyond
conveying to the pupil general principles the teaching
should, as said before, encourage variety of procedure,
so long as the pupil successfully conveys his meaning.
And it is possible to spend too much time on niceties m
style and manipulation of matter that can be taught or
learnt by students more easily after the school stage.
In treating this subject of written composition I have
been at pains to avoid the use of the word c essay %
because that term carries with it misleading implications.
The word * essay ' has acquired the unfortunate signi-
ficance of a piece of writing, of a decent length, on a
topic set beforehand by the teacher and foreign to the
pupil's ordinary interests. It implies a disquisition on a
subject about which the pupil would not ordinarily dream
of writing. The written composition to be encouraged
in school is just the opposite of this. What the pupil
has to learn is how to communicate most clearly and readily
the thoughts he ordinarily has, not those he has laboriously
to evolve out of his inner consciousness. And in
teaching him English it is just this expression of his own§
thoughts in English that is the goal of the teaching.
Consequently where the subject-matter itself presents-
obstinate difficulties, the time for clothing it in English
has not yet come.
Letter-writing
Something remains to be said on two special types of
written exercise which have long been in favour in
Indian schools, and have acquired a kind of traditional
precedence. One of these is letter-writing, the other
paraphrase. Letter-writing in the mother tongue has
'the advantage over rnore formal kinds of composition:5j&

